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Beautifully located amidst the greens, the Delhi Golf Course is one of the first golf courses that were
ever constructed in India and the entire Asia. Established during the 1920s, it was known as the
Lodhi Club, located at Dr. Zakir Husain Road, Nizamuddin. The Delhi Golf Club was turned into a
corporate on 24th February, 1950. It is one of the few places in Delhi that should be visited;
however, you must check the New Delhi hotels before you arrive at the city.

Whilst it is true that every golf course can boast of their hoary past, very few can live up to it to
contend with the Lodhi Club. Like all other parts of Delhi, this golf course is also a part of the Indian
history, its tradition and culture. Being one of the oldest structures in the Asian history, the Delhi
Golf Club has an amazing collection of interesting monuments and tombs. You can enjoy your stay
in New Delhi Hotels and visit this beautifully laden golf course that boasts its history and existence.
Hotels in New Delhi offer excellent deals during the years that should be checked.

The Delhi Golf Course is interestingly a sanctuary too that has more than 300 species of beautiful
birds. Golfers paying in this club have often been startled by the presence of so many varieties of
birds and colorful peacock dancing in the rain. More than 200 trees were planted in the gold club
over the years, which make this golf course one of the green places in the entire county. The entire
golf course looks picturesque and has a perfect appeal to it. Hotel deals in New Delhi should be
checked in advance to come to the city. Once the deal is finalized, you can enjoy your stay and visit
the Delhi Golf Course whenever you wish to with excellent hotel deals.The Delhi Golf Course was
redesigned in the year 10977-78 by Peter Thompson. The total 6,972 yards golf course, with par 72
and 18 holes is the largest in India. It was chosen as the host of the very first gold tournament that
had taken place at the 1982 Asian Games.

It is one of the busiest golf courses in the world that certainly deserves to be visited. Many people
come to New Delhi to visit this golf course because it is more than just what its name suggests. It is
rather a historical place. Hotels in New Delhi come up with excellent deals throughout the year to be
availed. If you are a frequent traveler, you can get even better hotel deals.The Delhi Golf Course
offers a long strolling area, decorated with lush green trees on both sides to provide a relaxing
experience to golfers and visitors. New Delhi Hotels welcome visitors with exclusive deals to the
city.The Delhi Golf Course offers a long strolling area, decorated with lush green trees on both sides
to provide a relaxing experience to golfers and visitors. New Delhi Hotels welcomes visitors with
exclusive deals to the city.
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Fortune a Hotels in New Delhi has the various luxury facilities in this very field to provide getting
best, reliable, affordable, and pleasant services. Fortune Hotels are brand image of Luxury a Hotels 
in all over India and also known for the quick services and welcoming natureï»¿.
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